Hotels key-in with Traka
Managing keys better and helping to protect your people too!

Many hotels have issues with managing keys – but Traka provides a proven
solution to leading hotels that keeps them one step ahead of the competition both for House Keeping and Security Keys. The security implications if keys,
especially Duty Manager (DM) keys or master Ving cards, get lost are serious.
Wasted staff time and lost productivity, potential theft of stock and valuables,
compromised security for staff and guests, as well as the replacement costs and
extra administration time - just some of the many issues likely to be faced.
Traka is established in leading hotels such as Hilton (UK), De Vere Grand, The Lowry,
The Dorchester, The Berkeley and even the 7* Atlantis Palms in Dubai.
Traka’s range of intelligent Key Management solutions controls who can gain access to keys, restrict individual key
usage to authorised users, raise an alarm if a key is not returned on time, alert if a key is not taken, provide a full
audit of key activity and generate numerous easy to use management reports.


Basic cabinet configuration from 20-180 keys – but the system is fully expandable to hold thousands of keys



Multiple cabinets can be networked, locally or remotely, for large sites to hold keys in different locations



User profiles and key details are configured in a central database on a standard PC for easy administration

Why are Traka solutions used to manage keys in
leading hotels? Simple – because keys get put back!
Some hotels want to manage their keys better for security reasons, others want to ensure Health and Safety
compliance and Duty of Care in the Workplace. Whatever the reasons, many significantly reduce costs by cutting
down on administration time or improving start-up times with DM keys and House Keeping keys always available 24/7.

Traka:- ‘it gets keys put back’
Knowing who has a key, knowing who had a key, or knowing who returned a key and when, is powerful
information. All transactions are automatically audited using the Traka32 management software, installed
on a standard windows PC. It is centrally sited and can be networked to multiple cabinets. Being able to
report on missing keys or keys out of the system at any time, either at the cabinet or through the Traka
software, helps to ensure that there is an increased sense of ownership, responsibility and user
accountability. Traka goes a long way to ensure that keys do actually get ‘put back’ quickly.
Keys such as:

DM key bunches



Store rooms



Bar areas



Conference facilities



Leisure facilities including gym, swimming pool and sauna



Meeting rooms



Lifts and emergency accesses



Plant and maintenance rooms



Service areas

A Traka solution provides a proven method of restricting the access of keys to authorised users only and
fully auditing key usage. Each key set is permanently tagged and locked inside intelligent software
controlled cabinets. This process ensures:
no paperwork
no illegible signatures
auditable reports
no human error
a permanent record of every key taken
instant identification of keys not returned


Systems configurable giving multi-user access to one or more keys, each with its own parameters



Unique time access controls for different user groups; for shift patterns, curfew limits or restrictions



Prevents users gaining unauthorised key access



Key booking options for advance scheduling of equipment and access to rooms



Central control for managing key usage, reporting on key usage and utilisation statistics

Shouldn’t we be talking?
To find out more or request an on-site product demonstration, please call Traka now.

